
 

   

 

 

Program 
 

Stockholm Veteran Open 
 

17-18 February 2024 in 

KLÖVERNHALLEN 

VÄSTERÅS 
 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Here is some valuable information before the competition. 

- We use the cancellation policy for the competition, which means that you must submit a cancellation 

no later than that the time that stands at each class in order not to be entered into the competition.  

- Deregistration is done at lasse.ericsson@live.se or by SMS on Lasse's mobile +46705173971 

IMPORTANT! If you can't come to the game, unsubscribe so we avoid wo in the pools. 

- When the time for deregistration has expired, classes will be drawn.  

- Consolation game in all events except handicap if it is not just one group 

- Notification if you do not want to participate in the consolation game is made to the secretariat 

immediately after the group finished playing  

- Dinner at Västerås Stadshotell is served at 19.30 in the banquet hall.   

- We will continuously update with current information on our website stockholmveteranopen.se 

- We will post this program on stockholmveteranopen.se. In addition, you can see information on 

booking accommodation and dinner on the website if you have not already done so.  

 

Changes made based on the invitation 

- Men singles 40, 45 and 50 are merged to MS40-50 

- Men singles 75 and 80 are merged to MS75-80 

- Women singles are merged to one event 

- Parkinson women are merged with Parkinson Men B 

- Mixed doubles are merged to one event 

- Men doubles 40, 45, 50 and 55 are merged to MD40-55 

- Men doubles 70, 75 and 80 are merged to MD70-80 

- Women doubles are merged into one event 

- Parkinson Men doubles A, B and Women are merged to one Parkinson doubles event 

- We start at 10 am on Saturday 

- The singles and mixed events will be completely played on Saturday 

- The double events, handicap and extra events are played on Sunday starting at 9 
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Spårvägens BTK, Tibble/Kungsängens BTK, Västerås BTK welcome players, managers and officials 

to the Stockholm veteran open 17-18 February 2024 

 

ARENA Klövernhallen 

 Sjöhagsvägen 7, Västerås 

 

ROAD DIRECTION 

http://www.hitta.se/kartan!~59.59752,16.52887,14z/tr!i=8AlXqScH/search!st=plc!q=Sj%C3%B6hagsv%C3

%A4gen%203%2C%20V%C3%A4ster%C3%A5s!b=59.58176:16.45675,59.61325:16.60094!t=combined!ai

=1003748877!aic=59.59752:16.52887 

The arena is a 4-minute drive from Västerås Central Station, a 25-minute walk, but you can also take bus line 

7 towards Hacksta, 22 towards Barkarö or 23 towards Barkarö/Tidö Lindö, which depart from Central 

Station and stop right outside the arena.  

 

CONTACT Lasse Ericsson, Västerås BTK mobile 070-5173971 

 Anders Svensson, Spårvägens BTK mobile 0708-633451 

 

COMPETITION MANAGER Anders Svensson and Lasse Ericsson 

  

SANCTION The competition is sanctioned as a C competition. This means that 

players judge themselves in the pool classes and also in the playoffs, 

either by themselves or with volunteer judges. We will agree with 

some judges, but grateful if friends can help judge. 

 

TABLES The majority are Yasaka but there are a few tables with other brand 

 

BALL Donic XXX white 

 

CAFETERIA Cafeteria will be present in the arena. 

 

DE-REGISTRATION We will use reverse attendance control. This means that you need to 

deregister by a certain time (see important info). Then we will draw 

for the events. 

 Deregistration is made to lasse.ericsson@live.se or SMS to Lasse 

Ericssonss mobile +46705173971 

   

TIMEOUT Allowed. 

 

SEEDING: The data ranking points together with information about the foreign 

players are the basis for the seeding in all classes. In the handicap 

event, we will use the snake draw based on ranking points to get a 

good spread of playing strength and starting handicap. 

  

LATE REGISTRATION: We can accept a few late registrations on Saturday and on Sunday 

we can accept more. If you want to take part, but have not registered, 

you can contact competition leader Lasse Ericsson at lasse.ericsson 

@live.se or text on Lasse Ericsson's mobile +46705173971 

 

TIME SCHEDULE: We will play on 35 tables and there will be many matches to be 

played on Saturday. So be out in good time to the table according to 

the game schedule. The timetable will be posted on resultat.ondata.se 

and on the wall at the entrance to the gaming hall. Although this is a 

C competition, we will have fixed game times and tables indicated on 

the game schedule. 
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EXTRA EVENTS  Due to the fact that we have combined some classes and that we 

finish playing the single on Saturday this year, we will play some 

extra classes on Sunday this year. 

- Women singles Parkinson - Final 

- Men singles 80 - Final 

- Women revenge 

- Best in Tournament 

All these events are revenge free of charge. 

Women revenge: All women participating in Saturday's singles are 

welcome to participate in this event. Played as a single elimination 

event.  

Best in Tournament: Played between winners in MS50, MS55, MS60 

and MS65. If the winner will not play on Sunday, the class will be 

represented by the best placed player in the class. Can be done by 

lottery if neither the winner nor the finalist is present.. 

 

 

Game schedule with times for deregistration, start time, estimated final game and estimated 

final time 
 
SATURDAY 17th of FEBRUARY 2024 
 

 Latest   

Estimated 
knockout Estimated final   

Event Deregistration Start A B A B Players Awards 

Women singles   8.00   10.00 13.45 13.45 16.40 16.15 13 2+1 

Men singles 40-50   8.00   10.00 14.10 13.45 16.40 16.15 26 4+2 

Men singles 55   8.00   10.00 15.00 13.45 16.40 16.15 17 4+1 

Men singles 60   8.00   10.00 13.45 13.45 16.40 16.15 24 4+2 

Men singles 65   8.00   10.00 14.10 13.45 16.40 16.15 26 4+2 

Men singles 70   8.00   10.00 14.10 14.10 16.40 16.15 19 4+2 

Men singles 75-80   8.00   10.00 14.35 14.35 16.40 16.15 12 4+2 

Men Parkinson A   9.00   12.30 15.25 15.25 16.40 16.15 8 2+1 
Men ParkinsonB + 
Women   9.00   12.30   1 group  6 2 

Mixed doubles   9.00   12.30 14.10 14.10 16.15 16.40 13 2+1 

         
SUNDAY 18th of FEBRUARY 2024       

         

 Latest   

Estimated 
knockout Estimated final   

Event Deregistration Start A B A B Players Awards 

Women doubles   7.30   9.00   en pool  5 1 

Men doubles 40-55   7.30   9.00 11.40 11.40 12.30 12.30 13 2+0 

Men doubles 60   7.30   9.00 11.40 11.40 12.30 12.30 11 2+0 

Men doubles 65   7.30   9.00 11.40 11.40 12.30 12.30 11 2+0 

Men doubles 70-80   7.30   9.00 11.40 11.40 12.30 12.30 9 2+0 

Parkinson doubles   7.30   9.00   1 group  6 2 

Best in Tournament Saturday  11.05   12.55  4 1 

Women Revenge 9.00 11.05   12.55  13 1 

Women Parkinson final 9.00 12.55   12.55  2 1 

Men singels 80  9.00 12.55   12.55  2 1 

Handicap 9.00 14.00 16.05  17.30  65 8 
 

Note 

1. Some group in a event may start at 11.15am instead of 10.00am on Saturday. Information if 

this is the case will be announced on the website no later than Friday, February 16 at 3 p.m. 

and, if so, in which class. Which players it affects is then shown in the draw.  



2. Knockout game on Sunday will start as soon as group play is finished, which means it can start 

earlier than 11.40am. However, not earlier than 11.15. Start time information will be 

announced once group play is complete. Estimated final time is adjusted according to the start 

time of the knockouts. 


